
Home made by you.

bosch-indego.com

Beautiful lawns 
made easy.

With the new Indego robotic lawnmowers.
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Indego 400 Connect
More on page 12. 

63db(A)
Smart 
Device 
Control
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Tend to your garden without lifting a finger. Our 
Indego robotic lawnmowers enable you to save  
a great deal of time. They mow the lawn for you – 
fully automatically, cleanly and quietly, without 
the need to manually program the calendar.

The intelligent Indego travels up and down the 
lawn in parallel lanes. Indego will remember 
where it has already cut thanks to Logicut, the 
efficient navigation system. 

Indego will work for you, even when you’re out 
and about. You can control it at the touch of a 
button using an app. 

Discover new lawn care options that suit your 
lifestyle now.

Enjoy the gift of time.
Beautiful lawns made easy.
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You don’t need to go far to enjoy an attrac-
tive, healthy, lush-looking green space – just 
outside your patio doors.

At least, not if you have helpful assistants 
that can turn your garden into an oasis of 
green. The new Indego models automatically 
look after your lawn through a combination 
of mowing and mulching. They will help you 
to enjoy a lush, green lawn.

Your job is to simply relax and enjoy. On your 
own, or at a garden party with friends, a gar-
den should be an enjoyable place to spend 
your time – not a chore.

Get outdoors.
Better lawn care. More free time.
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The new Indego robotic lawnmowers look after your lawn 
reliably and intelligently. Before beginning each complete 
mowing session, they start by mowing the edges of the lawn. 
They always know the most efficient and cleanest way to 
mow. They can navigate any obstacles in their way. When 
their battery is empty, they automatically return to their 
charging station to recharge.

They work quietly and quickly – and only ever when you want 
them to. With a noise level of just 63 dB, they are no louder 
than an indoor conversation and can mow a lawn up to 400 m² 
up to twice as fast as a random navigation system thanks to 
Logicut, their intelligent navigation system. 

In addition, with Connected Technology, you can operate the 
Indego 350 Connect and the Indego 400 Connect remotely 
via an app – no matter where you are.

The lawn masters.
Indego 350 / 400 and Indego 350 / 400 Connect

7.5kg 45min.
charging time
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Efficient cutting
With Logicut, the Indego works automatically 
in neat parallel lanes, which makes it up to 
twice as fast as a random navigation system. 
No area is left unmowed. And because it 
knows exactly where it has already been,  
you can use the lawn already mowed whilst 
Indego will finish cutting the rest.

You will never need to mow your lawn 
again. The new Indego models care for 
your lawn so that you don’t have to. Simply 
switch them on – and you can switch off. 

Works 
automatically
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AUTO Calendar 
Function

If the Indego is unexpectedly removed from 
its defined mowing area, the system is locked. 
The Indego can only be unlocked by entering 
your PIN on the device itself.

How big is the lawn? How long does it take to mow this area? 
The new Indego models analyse, calculate and determine 
the ideal mowing time on the basis of this data. Of course, 
they only work if you want them to. This time is then defined 
in the mowing calendar and used as the basis for carrying 
out mowing work. Your lawn automatically receives the care 
it needs. Every week. Every blade of grass.

Anti-theft protection
Indego 350 / 400 and Indego 350 / 400 Connect
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They mow the lawn regularly according to manual inputs – 
either after activating the automatic calendar function or 
as required. However, they only cut the tip of each blade 
of grass. The finely-cut grass falls on the ground and fertil-
ises the lawn without suffocating it. This allows it to grow 
thick, lush and evenly.

Easy to use interface. A self-explanatory 
display guides you through all the set-
tings. You can set up the device with just 
a few clicks.

Display

Mowing and mulching
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Automatic charging
Multi sensors

The battery is discharged after approximately 
30 minutes of mowing, or after mowing an 
area of around 35 m². The Indego robotic 
lawnmowers then automatically return to their 
charging station, where they fully recharge 
their battery in just 45 minutes. After this, they 
continue mowing where they haven’t mowed 
before. Efficient and intelligent.

During the mowing session, smart sensors detect 
the lawnmower’s surroundings. Bump sensors 
identify obstacles and automatically change the 
Indego’s direction of travel if it comes into con-
tact with an object that it does not recognise. 
Multi-sensors locate its position in the garden. 
The lift-up sensor responds as soon as the 
machine is lifted up. This causes the blades  
to stop immediately. 

Indego 350 / 400 and Indego 350 / 400 Connect
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Manual stop 
button
Use the stop button to immediately 
shut down the motor and blades for 
optimum control, making the device 
even safer to use.

Adjust the 
cutting height
Adjust the height of your lawn at the 
push of a button. The cutting height 
can be set to one of three stages 
between 30 and 50 mm.
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At work, in town, on holiday – no mat-
ter how far away you are, the perfect 
lawn is always at your fingertips.

The two Indego Connect models make 
caring for your lawn child’s play. All it 
takes is the touch of a button in the 
app. Anywhere in the world. Start and 
stop the lawnmower, specify mowing 
schedules or simply check to see if 
Indego is charging or out in the lawn 
mowing – you can do all of this easily, 
even when you’re on the go.

Beautiful lawns, 
even on the go.

Indego 350 Connect and Indego 400 Connect

63db(A) 18 Volt
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An app designed for your comfort. Oper-
ate your Indego Connect and care for your 
lawn – it’s at your fingertips. No matter 
where you are. It has a range of functions 
to help you out. 

And if the Indego needs your attention, it 
will ensure you’re always up to date – you 
can receive alerts to inform you of any 
interruptions while mowing or when the 
blades need to be replaced. If your app 
requires an update, you can carry this out 
simply and directly using your tablet or 
smartphone.

Smart 
Gardening app
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Lawn care compared.

Technical Data Indego 350 / Indego 350 Connect Indego 400 / Indego 400 Connect

Connectivity app – / X – / X

Battery voltage 18 V / 2.5 Ah 18 V / 2.5 Ah

Charging Automatic Automatic

Charging time 45 mins 45 mins 

Runtime 30 mins 30 mins

Cutting width 19 cm 19 cm

Weight 7.5 kg 7.5 kg

Recommended mowing area 350 m² 400 m²

Noise level 63 dB(A) 63 dB(A)

Scope Of Delivery Charging station, power supply unit, 4 x fixing 
screws with hex key, 100 m perimeter wire,  
140 fixing nails, 2 x wire connectors, installation 
guide, instruction manual

Charging station, power supply unit, 4 x fixing 
screws with hex key, 125 m perimeter wire,  
180 fixing nails, 2 x wire connectors, installation 
guide, instruction manual

Make sure that you have the equipment which 
suits you and your garden.
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Questions? We are here to help and would 
be happy to advise you. Give us a call. 
Send us an e-mail. Or find the answers to 
your questions on our website. We would 
be happy to help you with the wire instal-
lation and setup procedures, and we offer 
a comprehensive tool care service.  

Tel.: +49 (0) 711 400 40 470
E-mail: indego.support@de.bosch.com
Online: bosch-indego.com

Maintenance 
service

Installation 
service
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Robert Bosch 
Power Tools GmbH
70538 Stuttgart 
GERMANY




